under scrutiny atudent membera the committee campus and off.

It is no secret that this college with its significant number of minority group students is taking steps to curb bias on the campus and in the community.

Last year, under the direction of Everett Chandler, dean of students, the Discrimination Committee was formed.

The Discrimination Committee has a set goal in mind: halt prejudice on the basis of race, sex, religion, and ethnic groups on campus and off.

This committee is made up of eight faculty members and four student members. In picking the student members, the committee tried to get a representative from the women students, the foreign students, and the Afro-American students.

Along with the campus committee, a downtown committee works to handle the problems that occur in off-campus situations such as housing. This committee has representatives from the model association, city council, the restaurant association, and other groups that affect the life of the college student.

The downtown committee operates on the complaints of the on-campus group.

Since the Discrimination Committee was relatively new to the campus, it is taking time for the students to get used to it. According to Dan Chandler, the biggest difficulty is the committee's failure to get the students to open up about the problems they have or have been confronted with in a discriminatory act.

"The feeling of being discriminated against is such a personal thing it's much more severe if it has actually been discriminated against," Chandler said.

CATTLE unconcerned as fire rages

by John Flanagan

Staff Writer

A lot of fire was made over the fire two weeks ago. Specula­

tions marveled at firemen, boasted about areas hit and en­

tered the chaff stack of firemen. But the fire was actually a" (photo on page)

not the least concerned.

"The feeling of being discriminated against is such a personal thing it's much more severe if it has actually been discriminated against," Chandler said.

Duffy predicts best year for Big Ten and Purdue

"There should be more good teams in the 'Big Ten' this year than ever before, and I'd have to vote Purdue on top."

This was the prediction of Duf­

fy Daugherty, head football coach for Michigan State University. When he spoke he was third the most part of the news speaker series.

Coach Daugherty, a little man standing about 5'9" tall with gray hair and a dumpy comple­

tion, looks like the typical coach who's in a Hollywood movie, but not like an academically fine player. But his record looks something which would come once of Hollywood, he said. In the 15 years that Daugherty has guided the Michigan State Spartans, they have won 82, lost 4 and tied 4.

The coach is talking about the one thing he knows most about, football, kept up a continuing monologue that could have matched the best of Johnny Oar­

sen, while his audience soared and choked on their tuna fish sandwiches.

But when Daugherty got down to business he had some serious things to say.

"The greatest value of usps," he said, "is to have your best at anything you en­

tertain and that's what I tell my boys," stated the coach.

"Some mothers are reluctant to let their sons play in contact sports—using it to be a con­

tact sport—but there some mothers will give their sons the keys to a high powered car," he said before getting into a discussion of the merit of competition and comparative sports.

"Competition needs the indi­

vidual through hard work. There is no way to be successful at anything, and football teaches this," continued Daugherty.

"A football player learns the value of team work by doing his own job and then helping others with theirs. He will learn to make sacrifices, to request authority to be law abiding and to accept discipline.

In memoriam

Douglas Ostrowski, 28-year-old basketball star, was killed in an automobile accident near Santa Cruz July 8.

The senior physical education major from North Hollywood at­

tended Pierce Junior College before enrolling at your year. Douglas Ostrowski was a starting guard on the Mustang's basketball team.

He is survived by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. Ostrowski of North Hollywood.
Castle houses swimming pools, tapestries, Greek-Roman arts

William Randolph Hearst's Soledad: The Encantada Hill. Set against the Santa Lucia Mountains, a coastal knoll overlooking the sea, its 180 acres of gardens, terraces, pools, and palatial guest houses create a perfect setting for the magnificent, 187-foot-high "Hespero-Moorish" mansion, La Casa Grande.

"Formerly the faubed mansion and grounds were reserved only to the friends and immediate family of Hearst," said Mr. R. Rustin, guide for the Hearst Castle tour. La Casa Grande sits on 600 acres of a display area for furniture and antiques that were functional as well as decorative. Greek and Renaissance tapestries, fine wood carvings, huge French and Italian first edition, great carved reliefs, an outstanding collection of silver, Persian rugs, Roman mosaics, and wood, marble, and stone statuary are housed in the various and specially designed rooms of La Casa Grande. The Neptune Pool was the favorite of Hearst's guests. Cinemacast concrete and faced with marble, its 104-foot length offers a splendid setting for the Greek-Roman temple that forms the backdrop. While marble statues at the edges of the pool and in the recessed alcove appear to float on the surface of the water, the pool was heated year-round," stated Rustin.

"Among the first structures to be completed were the guest houses, La Casa del Mar (House of the Sea), La Casa Grande (Mountain), and La Casa del Sol (Sun). Covet in Mediterranean Renaissance style, each house is a mansion in its own right. The largest is Casa Grande, which served as home to Hearst while La Casa Grande was being built. It contains three stories down the side of the hill. Altogether, the guest houses contain 46 rooms," stated Rustin.

"There are two swimming pools on the estate: the 486,000-gallon indoor Neptune Pool and the 1,000,000-gallon outdoor Roman Pool. The Neptune Pool was the favorite of Hearst's guests. Cinematographic concrete and faced with marble, its 104-foot length offers a splendid setting for the Greek-Roman temple that forms the backdrop. While marble statues at the edges of the pool and in the recessed alcove appear to float on the surface of the water, the pool was heated year-round," stated Rustin.
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Kennedy announces
new post appointment

Appointment of George C. Clucas to the newly created position of director of research and development, has been announced by president Robert R. Kennedy. Clucas was dean of finance and development at the college from 1963-64, serving as financial advisor to the president and directing the master planning and building program.

As director of research and development, he will carry on a continuing inventory of college research capability and school and departmental interest in research possibilities, investigating and exploring the possibility of research projects, experimental instructional projects, and developmental programs.

His duties will include establishing contacts with sources of funds and aiding in the preparation of proposals for activities under consideration by agencies which would provide funds. In addition, he will aid in the general business and fiscal management of such projects.

From 1963-64, Clucas was chief of budget planning and administration in the Chancellor's Office of the California State Colleges. Since 1966 he has been a doctoral candidate in public administration at the University of Southern California. During this time he also has been engaged in part-time teaching at California State College at Long Beach and the University of Southern California.

Clucas is working on his doctoral thesis, "Revenue and Expenditure Patterns of California Cities in 1964-65," which he may complete before September 1, the effective date of his appointment on the campus.

Prior to coming to the college in 1966, Clucas was senior administrative analyst in the office of the legislative analyst in Sacramento, a position in which he reviewed annual budget requests of the University of California, the California State Colleges, and other agencies.

INSURANCE

During 1946-67 Servicemen's Group Life Insurance administered by commercial insurance companies supplied $8.1 billion worth of life insurance protection to 3.1 million servicemen at minimal cost, according to the Veteran's Administration. The U.S. Government paid the cost of the extra hazards risk.
Teacher sets mod manner

(Continued from page 1)

I'm doing an attempt to stimulate a response in the student and this is one of the quickest ways to get a reaction. That means if you give some artificially invented information or a distortion of the truth, or an outright lie, the purpose is simply to get the student to recognize and to grasp the falsity and deal with it. If most of the class doesn't realize it's a falsehood, then this is a bad device. In that case, I immediately correct it.

MUSTANG: What is your reasoning behind having the students participate as opposed to straight lecturing?

MOTT: I believe the college is really student oriented, if the college is really there for the student and can give everything that the student can use in a later life, then I can't see why the student shouldn't be entitled to have his say as the course progresses from its beginning point to completion. That means if all the information that one is supposed to pick up in a certain course is only disseminated on a one way track from the podium or wherever it comes from, then what chance is there really to prove that any learning took place? What I'm saying is if a school is student oriented then I think there should at least always a two way exchange of information.

MUSTANG: As a member of the Secondary Credential Committee, you must okay applications for student teachers and teacher training. In your opinion, how qualified are the English teachers that come from this campus?

MOTT: This question can be answered only on the basis of individuals. We consider everyone on an individual basis. This is what they must have interviews and major-minor consultations, etc. on the people on the committee know the ones we're approving. It isn't just a matter of flipping through a record and saying "yeah they do" or whatever. Everyone is given a personal consideration by every member of the committee and then we judge them considering their student teacher performances. What I would like to say about the teachers of English we are turning out is that it's an increasing caliber, an increasing potential. It's an improving thing. I'm impressed by what I see of not only the people now going into student teaching, but also those who are coming up 2 or 3 years.

MUSTANG: Does the English department here offer enough?

MOTT: I think we have plenty. It depends what the student wants to take away from that curriculum or anything else he may be interested in.

Avila Beach: where the boys and the girls go to meet and swing to the beat

Coll Turner, former campus football flash and track star, has shown professional football and track talent in his debut with the Chicago Bears. His first performance in NFL competition was that of a superstar.

He boomed 88 yards with the opening kickoff in an exhibition game against the Dallas Cowboys last week to score the first of his two touchdowns—both of them coming in the first half. His second touchdown came on a 74-yard pass play.

Turner, a 5'4 1/2 sprinter and Poly track team to the National Collegiate Athlete Association college division title, and was outstanding as an end on the foot-
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